HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, PENN STREET – EVENT CAR PARKING LAYOUT
There should be space for up to 60 Cars if parking is organised as shown. The layout is based on exact measurement and experience.
In the main parking area – which should be filled first – and allowing space to open car doors sufficiently - there’s room for:
 26 cars in the first double rank,
 16 in the second double rank,
 7 in the back row.
There’s room for up to 11 cars hard up against the woodland, lining the drive through to the church.
The Official cars & Disabled area [8 cars] should be reserved for those directly involved in the event, whatever that may be. It is also a turning area.
The whole length of the drive from the main entrance to the church must be kept sufficiently clear of obstruction to allow emergency vehicles to pass through
unhindered.
PLEASE NOTE: A minimum of 2 car park stewards are
needed, one by the triangular traffic island directing
cars, and one in the main car park area ushering them
precisely into place.
Stewards should wear the fluorescent vests which are
kept in the Church in the grey steel cabinet behind the
curtain to the left of the organ.
Traffic cones are kept in the church vestibule with more
kept in Christ Church Church Centre in the first toilet on
the right off the vestibule.
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N.B. It is suggested that car park stewards
should arrive between an hour-and-a-quarter
and an hour-and-a-half before the event start to
ask and direct dog-walkers to park neatly to
start the front row of the first rank in the main
parking area.
To Penn Street Village Centre

Experience shows that failure to prevent
haphazard parking can cause chaos.
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